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Each piece of furniture is characterized by a solid upright border.  

This sophisticated new living collection will therefore take you to new heights!

The furniture seems to float on its beautifully profiled, 

tapered legs, enhancing a very elegant look!
PARTNERS: Accessories and lightning: 

Dôme Déco

Paintings : 
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Stylist: 
Yvonne Teijgeman
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CHOOSE THE    
CABINET THAT 
FITS YOU!

The upright and solid border “embraces” the top part of each  

cabinet. The backs of the cabinets are veneered and colour finished, 

both inside and outside. 

There is an adjustable straightening fitting underneath each cabinet 

and a sturdy MDF back, so there’s no need for a central support foot.

Altura contains no less than 8 sideboards 

and 10 TV cabinets. A wide range to 

choose from!

All top drawers have soft close. 

Each drawer is equipped with high  

precision runners, enabling full extension, 

thus optimal use.

Painting: Waar het vergetene wordt 
bewaard - act I  by Yves Velter

Painting: Comment faire pour fournir 
votre propre lumière by Yves Velter
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A ceramic inlay in five different fashion colours is also one of the personalization options.

> Altura has a lot of nice add-ons. For example, you can choose a sideboard or TV cabinet 

with niche which can be illuminated. There are no switches visible so the pure design is 

preserved.

ADD-ONS

< led touch 

>
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TABLES 

The Altura range offers 4 fixed tables with wooden or ceramic top.
Painting: Waar het vergetene wordt 

bewaard - act I by Yves Velter
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The extension tables have a veneer top and use the sophisticated 

Pöttker system. It’s embedded in a metal frame so there is no visual 

difference between a fixed and extension table.

EXTENSION TABLES
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COFFEE 
TABLES WITH 
MOVEABLE 
TRAY

SIDE TABLES

Two rounded wooden side tables 
complete the Altura collection. 
The metal feet are available in 2 
heights (45 and 55 cm).

Nice as stand-alone but even 
more beautiful as a set!

SIDE 
TABLES 



The Altura room divider has 5 wooden shelves, each with an 

upright solid border secured in two metal side frames with  

adjustable feet.

With one or several (optional) ceramic inlays you can match it 

with your (coffee) table and cabinets.

A room divider or a rack against the wall: what do you prefer?
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PLAYFUL AND 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
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Painting: Comment faire pour fournir 
votre propre lumière by Yves Velter
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DESIGNERS 

Gust Koyen  Bart Coolen 

“Perfection is not 
achieved if there 
is nothing more to 
add, but if there is 
nothing left to  
leave out.”

Bart Coolen (1963) studied Industrial Design 

& Product Development at Limburg Catholic 

University College and graduated with a  

master’s degree in Product Design. He is 

member of the jury at the postgraduate  

Furniture design VOMO in Mechelen. He also  

has a passion for photography and has a  

good eye for upcoming talent. A skill he  

uses to guide young designers starting out  

at Mintjens Group.

Gust Koyen (1965) studied woodwork at VITO 

in Hoogstraten. A specialist in period furniture, 

he also has a passion for sculpture.

Gust started out as a fitter at Mintjens Group 

in 1986. After working his way up the career 

ladder, he was eventually promoted to house 

designer in the R&D department in 2013.

Mintjens designs and produces contemporary 

furniture collections for living and sleeping  

areas. From the first rough sketch to the  

assembly of a finished piece of furniture, the 

company works with passionate designers 

and furniture makers.

Altura is designed by Bart Coolen & Gust Koyen, 
both in-house designers of Mintjens



SPECIFICATIONS
Sideboards

Highboards

Hanging units 

Tables + extension tables

Coffee tables Lamp tables TV support

Hanging units

Room divider

AT1

AT19

AT22 L

AT20 L

AT24 L

AT52 F / AT53 K (B17)

AT21 R  

AT25 R AT52 F / AT53 K (B34)

AT54

T891

CR56               CR57
AT81

AT55

OPTIONAL: AT62 LED

OPTIONAL: AT61 LED

OPTIONAL: AT69 CERAMIC INSERT - AT6O LED

OPTIONAL: AT69 CERAMIC INSERT - AT6O LED

OPTIONAL: AT68 CERAMIC INSERT

AT5

AT2

AT6

AT3

AT7

AT4

AT8 

Lowboards

 AT14

AT10

AT15 AT16

AT12

AT13

AT17 AT18

AT11

AT9

 Veneer  -  Ceramic

 AT33  -  AT63: 180 X 99 cm

 AT34  -  AT64: 200 X 99 cm

 AT35  -  AT65: 220 X 99 cm

 AT36  -  AT66: 240 X 99 cm

Veneer  

AT43: 180/280 X 99 cm

AT44: 200/300 X 99 cm

AT45: 220/320 X 99 cm

Feet

B17 B34 B70

AT23 R

20 21
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HARDWARE

The Altura cabinets are equipped with a  

“syncro push-pull”, enabling smooth opening  

of the drawers. They are adjustable in 4 directions 

which results in an easy but very accurate  

alignment of the doors. And this saves you a lot  

of time! The Sensys hinges in Onyx finish have a  

high design value and personalized cover plate.

MIX OF MATERIALS
The collection includes a mix of materials. Wood, 

glass, ceramics and metal are flawlessly matched, 

creating a surprising combination of texture and 

colours.

WOOD

Altura uses matching first grade oak veneer for the 

cabinets, which is sanded in order to enhance a 

very smooth touch.

TEMPERED GLASS

The ‘greyfloat’ tempered glass has polished edges.  

CERAMICS

A ceramic inlay of 5.6 mm is an option in each 

niche and is available in 5 finishes: Ebano, Marmo, 

Bluestone, Plombo and Perla.

Ceramic is also available as table top with the  

Altura tables.

METAL

Every Altura sideboard, TV cabinet or China  

cabinet is available on a solid wooden plinth (3 cm) 

or matt black metal feet in 2 heights (17 and 34 

cm). The feet can be adjusted.

Perla

Silk 
Lava

S6

Ebano

Plombo

Silk 
Brown

S4

Bluestone

Silk White 
Wash

S8

Marmo

Silk 
Natural

S2

WOOD COLOURS

CERAMIC COLOURS

Painting: Comment faire pour fournir 
votre propre lumière by Yves Velter
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